Main Targets
for WEBEX meetings May – July 2019

2nd WEBEX  CW19
- Review CPA data collected
- Decide that data collection can be closed
- Start discussion on data content: which data type can be used as guidance
- Review inputs and discuss for update of recommendation

3rd WEBEX  CW21
- Continue & finalize discussion on data: which data can be used as guidance
- Decide the data type to be used as guidance (measurable or non-measurable)
- Review inputs and discuss for update of recommendation

4th WEBEX  CW23
- Discuss data type as guidance definition in detail (% or nominal value)
- Decide data type
- Discuss the exact numbers/facts/values/wording of data for guidance
- Review guideline format of recommendation by KATRI

5th WEBEX  CW25
- Review, finalize & agree on exact numbers/facts/values/wording for guidance
- Discuss input of data wording into update of recommendation
- Review inputs and discuss for update of recommendation

6th WEBEX  CW27
- Confirm exact numbers/facts/values for guidance
- Discuss input of data wording into update of recommendation
- Review inputs and prepare final update of recommendation

7th WEBEX  CW29  => could be moved into September due to holiday
- Review and discuss final update version of recommendation
- Agree and release final version of recommendation

8th May 2019